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ABSTRACT

The Edgewood Arsenal Technical Library uses a retrieval system

designed and developed for the Library by a contractor. The contractor

indexes and processes documents on punched cards, and tapes generated

on the Contractor's IBM 1401 are converted to Honeywell 200/400 tapes

for use on EA's Honeywell computer by National Institutes of Health and

Army Map Service. Search outputs enable the user to obtain desired

items from the Library by use of the pertinent call numbers. The

addition of an alphabetic printout capability of the existing system is now

in the operational testing stage. The hopes of the designers of the system

to provide half-day response to user questions have thus far been frus-

trated by several factors, including the high cost of operating the system

and its low speed.
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I. SUMMARY

The Edgewood Arsenal (EA) Technical Library has mechanized

its information retrieval system. The present retrieval system was

developed by the Technical Information Division of EA based on a

feasibility study by Documentation, Inc., and further work by the John

I. Thompson and Company (JITCO). The actual computer programs were

developed by Data Systems Office of EA. To date, the Library has in-

dexed and processed on punched cards, 33, 700 documents. (10, 200 of

these documents and all of the card preparation were done under con-

tract by JITCO.) Tapes generated on the IBM 1401 at JITCO have been

converted to Honeywell 200/400 tapes by National Institutes of Health

(NIH) and Army Map Service (AMS), and the Honeywell computer at

FA is now able to search these tapes as required. Under the JITCO

contract, a thesaurus was generated and printed on their 1401. Also,

under the second contract, three pilot searches of 10 questions each

were run against the file. Announcement of the retrieval system to the

technical staff at EA has been deferred pending further system testing,

and de-bugging.

The Information Retrieval Office at EA monitors contracts on the

retrieval system. (For organization charts of EA, see Appendix A.)
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Input to the system is through the Technical Library collection, and the

alternate contract officer is a member of the Library staff. The Infor-

mation Retrieval Office has a staff of two; the Technical Library has a

staff of 25, 8-1/2 of whom are involved in the retrieval system in connec-

tion with collection, acquiring, or selecting, as well as indexing.

The Data Systems Office has contributed one systems analyst and

one programmer working approximately 50 percent and 20 percent of

the time, respectively, over a twenty-one month period.

A backup card catalog file is being maintained for manual search-

ing. It is not expected that this will be discontinued in the near future.

The book and bound periodicals collection number 60, 000 items,

with an increase of approximately 350 a month. One thousand periodical

titles are received under current subscriptions. The document collec-

tion, including classified and unclassified items, numbers 235, 000

titles (370, 000 copies), with an annual increase of approximately 12, 000

to 15, 000 titles (35, 000 copies). There is a collection of 10, 000 indus-

trial catalogs, and microfiche, microfilm, patents, and other miscella-

neous items number 50, 000.

The Technical Library serves the EA complex of 3, 000 people,

ap-?roximately 1, 250 of whom are considered active users. Of these,
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some 95 percent are scientists and engineers. Circulation at ]EA totnls

over 50, 000 items. In addition, EA's Technical Library has an active

interlibrary loan program with other government agencies and con-

tractors, with a total of 2, 239 items, mostly documents, loaned in

fiscal yFar 1965. The majority of items borrowed by the EA Library

(over 2, 500) are books and periodicals.

Most requests from EA personnel are made in person, with many

users obtaining their own references from the card file and material

from the shelves. Searches are performed upon request; translations

are usually contracted out, although Russian and German translating

capabilities are available on the Library staff. Accessions lists pre-

pared in part by the IBM Selectric writer receive wide distribution

throughout the Laboratories.
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II. MECHANIZATION

1. CHRONOLOGY

In 1960, a contract was let to Documentation, Inc. for a feasibil-

ity study of coordinate indexing and machine retrieval of 2,000 Chemical

Warfare Laboratories (CWL)--now EA--documents. In December the

final report of this contract and a handbook of procedures were fur-

nished to CWL.

In August 1961, an evaluation report was made recommending co-

ordinate indexing. Punched cards were to be used initially.

Late in 1962, an 18-month contract was let to JITCO. In March

1963, "Recommendations for CRDL Descriptor Grouping" was submitted

to EA by JITCO. In December 1963, the first contract with JITCO ex-

pired. A thesaurus and punched cards on 25,000 documents were fur-

nished.

In April 1964, 450, 000 were converted to magnetic tape by the

Data Systems Office. Quality control programs were written, and

computer runs were made. Design of search and retrieval programs

was begun.
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In August 1964, a second contract (13 months) was let with .JITCO.

This was to cover indexing and processing of an additional 8, 700 docu-

ments, and updating and modification of the thesaurus.

In September 1965, the second contract with .JITCO expired.

(Additional work has been delayed due to major reorganization of EA. )

Later in 1965, tapes were converted from IBM 1401 one-half-inch tape

to Honeywell 200/400 three-fourths-inch tape by AMS. Searches are

being run against these tapes on an experimental basis.

2. THESAURUS DEVELOPMENT

A word list of 12, 500 terms, which consisted of index terms used

at Fort Detrick, Dugway Proving Ground, and Atomic Energy Commis-

sion as well as EA, was given to JITCO at the beginning of the first

contract. This word list was reduced to about 9, 500, and these words

became the basis for the thesaurus as developed over the period covered

by the two contracts.

Additions the thesaurus were generated from the indexing.

During the first contract, an attempt was made at maintaining a high

degree of compatibility with DDC. A dictionary of some 40, 000 terms

produced by the 1401--including identifiers, chemical compound names,

equipment nomenclature, and the like--resulted. Because JITCO had

concurrent contracts for indexing with both EA and Dugway Proving
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Ground, the two Army installations agreed to accept a single thesaurus.

Therefore, the thesaurus is a combination of terms used at Dugway,

Fort Detrick and Atomic Energy Commission as well as MA.

The thesaurus is in an alphabetical and hierarchical (field-group

structure) arrangement. (For sample of field-group structure, see

Figure 1. ) There were problems in the hierarchy due to terms like

"inorganic acids." In the printout of the thesaurus, the various levels

of hierarchy for terms are indicated by indentations. Some terms in-

cluded in the thesaurus are not descriptors in themselves but are added

to complete the hierarchy.

Links were used, but experience has indicated that they should be

used sparingly and judiciously. In this system, links are added to de-

scriptors only when a false coordination is likely. During a search,

descriptors without links may be coordinated with linked descriptors;

descriptors with the same link may be coordinated with each other; but

two descriptors with differing links may not be coordinated. When the

file is reinverted, the link is applied to the accession.

Problems in the first thesaurus developed; a computer processed

frequency count was conducted by EA and turned over to JITCO. In-

frequently used terms were reviewed for substitution or deletion. How-

ever, chemical compound nomenclature and equipment designations
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were considered desirable and allowed to remain even though used only

once. Very frequently used terms were also reviewed for possible break-

out into more specific terms, but certain housekeeping terms such as

"unclassified report" were allowed to remain even though used thousands

of times.

In the thesaurus resulting from the second contract, a two-column

arrangement is used, though the hierarchy indentations have been re-

tained; this has reduced the sheer bulk of the thesaurus by some 60 per-

cent of the approximately 70, 000 descriptors in the dictionary, it is

estimated that about 42, 000 denote specific chemical compounds.

The classified thesaurus is issued in three parts. Part I (Con-

fidential) contains the term and code, followed by chemical compound

code numbers related to descriptor number, ointments and natural

product number, Fort Detrick numbers, British TL's, etc. Part 1I

(Secret) contains chemical compound nomenclature and cross-references

to descriptor number, in a two-column format. Part III (Secret) con-

tains the hierarchy by fields and groups. Indentations indicate the level

of the hierarchy.

The thesaurus is used by indexers, Library and Information Re-

trieval Office staff members, in indexing and formulating search ques-

tions. This thesaurus is also used by Dugway Proving Ground under
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an agreement reached by FA and Dugway when .TITCO had contracts

with both agencies.

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSES

The original feasibility study of coordinate indexing for CWL

conducted by Documentation, Inc., was followed in 1962 by the letting

of a contract in 1962 for which JITCO was the successful bidder. As

a result of this 18-month contract, a thesaurus was printed on EAM

equipment, and 25, 000 documents (20, 500 index notes and 4, 500 actual

documents) were indexed and punched on cards. The second contract

for 13 months resulted in a revised thesaurus printed by the IBM 1401

and the indexing and card-punching of an additional 8, 700 documents

(5, 700 documents, 3, 000 index notes). In addition, under the second

contract, indexing data were stored on magnetic tape on the IBM 1401,

and three sets of 10 test questions each were put to the file. Three

punched card decks were generated: subjcct to accession number,

accession number to call number, and descriptor number to descriptor.

All local Chemical Research and Development Laboratory (CRDL)

publications were sent for indexing without regard to date cf publication.

All internally generated EA research and development reports were

also included, regardless of year of publication. Additional entries

from 1959 on were selected to complete the 25, 000 number. Under
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the second contract, all CRDL reports not included previously that were

current were filled in, and then new ones were reviewed and selected

as received.

(1) Input Procedures--Technical Library

1. New documents are received and checked for duplica-

tion.

2. Selection is made as to whether item goes immedi-

ately to contractor for indexing. (Since there is now a time

lag between contracts, no documents are going at the pres-

ent time.)

3. Items not going to the contractor are forwarded to

Library indexers.

4. Indexers prepare index notes, including information

exactly as it will appear on the catalog cards. The report

call number, source, title, author, date, contract and

project numbers, and subject index terms are included.

Subject index terms are selected from the thesaurus pre-

pared by the contractor and usually average 22 to 30 per

document.
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5. Index notes are forwarded to the typists for prepara-

tion of catalog cards. Unclassified items are typed on the

IBM magnetic tape Selectric writer which stores the typed

data on mragnetic tape. The machine then automatically

types additional catalog cards, adding an index entry in

turn to the top of each card. The machine is also used to

produce a multilith mat for use in producing the acces-

sions list. Classified items are typed on regular type..

writer, and entries are listed for the accessions list.

6. Catalog cards are filed under each of the added

entries.

(2) Input Procedures- -John I. Thompson

(For flow diagram of JITCO input procedures, see Figure 2).

1. Document is received from EA.

2. Security receipts are reviewed, the document identi-

fication is checked, document is logged in, and a check is

made of the master record file to see if the document has

already been indexed into the EA system.

3. A six-digit accession number is assigned.
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Document received from CRDL

Document logged into JITCO security system and
desceiptive catalog section of index form

Clerical completed .

Accession number assigned

Document reviewed to determine technological
field involved; then assigned to appropriate
indexer(s)

Indexing
Document indexed per standard indexing procedure

Quality of indexing reviewed

Descriptor numbers added where necessary

Coding [ Library Identification card and Descriptor cards 1
punched and verified on EAM equipment ,

Document logged out of Cards stored for
Clerical JITCO security system use in pilot

and returned to CRDL searches

FIGURE 2
John I. Thompson Document Indexing and Coding Procedure
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4. Descriptive cataloging from the title page of document

cover is added to the code sheet (Index Record Sheet-- see

Figure 3). This information includes security classifica-

tion, base report number and additional identification num-

bers, title, authors, and corporate author or originating

activity.

5. Document and two copies of the code sheet go to the

indexer. The indexer will be a subject specialist in one of

the following four areas: (1) biology, microbiology,

(2) chemistry, (3) biochemistry, and (4) engineering and

mathematics.

6. Index terms and links are added as required.

7. Code sheet is attached to document and filed.

8. Indexing is received and corrected.

9. Code sheet and document are forwarded to the coders.

10. Coder annotates the code sheet, adding descriptor

numbers assigned to descriptors used by indexers. These

are derived from the EA dictionary.

11. Code sheet is forwarded to the keypunch operator.
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INDEX RECORD SHEET

Accession No. __.... U C S CRD SRD OUO

C RD L-D PG Library N o . .. . .... ... . .. ..... . .._...___... ... ... ...___..... _

Other Identification No. ASTIA No.

Title

Author

Originating Activity

date

Index-Coded ___________

Reviewed

Punched Verified

______ - ___ _____ Job No._ _ _

FIGURE 3
Index Record Sheet
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(3) Literature Search Processes

As part of the second contract, JITCO ran three pilot test

searches of 10 questions each. In addition, since the tapes have

been converted by NIII and AMS for use on the Honeywell 200/400

at EA, additi( al experiments are being run by EA.

1. Input Procedures

When a search is desired, the Document Search

Request form (see Appendix B- 1) is completed by the

Library or Information Retrieval Office staff. This form

includes the question number, the date, and requester's

name on the first line, followed by each search request "-n

a separate line including the question number, search num-

ber, date, type of question, number of descriptors in search,

and coded descriptor number(s). Forms are forwarded to

the Data Processing Seition for keypunching and processing

on the computer.

2. Outputs

Search results (see Appendix B-2) show question

number, requester's name, and date, followed by the search

-15-



number and accession number, question type, request num-

ber, descriptor number, and call number of the referenced

report. The user may obtain the desired items from the

Library by use of the pertinent call numbers.

Searches were run on the Honeywell 200/400 to pro-

vide additional support for a special bibliography on V-agents

and its supplement.

4. MAJOR PROBLEMS

The principal problem has been the lack of available systems

design and programming talent and the part-time assignment of knowl-

edgeable personnel to the project.

The high cost of operating this system, its lack of alphanumeric

capability, and its low speed- -complicated by the problem of scheduling

computer time--have thus far frustrated the hopes of the designers to

be able to provide half-day response to user questions.

5. ACTIVITIES BEING PLANNED OR DEVELOPED FOR
MECHANIZATION

Future plans for mechanization at the EA Technical Library in-

volve serials, refinements in the information retrieval program, and

an SDI program.
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Serials record processing is now under study. Negotiations have

been underway for a year for a systems person to study a fully automated

system. Plans call for the generation of a subject-classed list claims

letters, first-copy lists, binding lists, serials expiration lists, cumu-

lative holdings lists, and monthly accessions lists. It is hoped that

700 man-hours per year could be saved under the planned system,

which is to be designed for compatibility with Redstone Arsenal and

Fort Detrick.

Changes in the information retrieval system, now in the opera-

tional testing stage, would involve the addition of an alphabetic print-

out capability to the existing system. This would include authors, titles,

and other bibliographic data. Fifty percent of the requests received at

EA are considered subject searches, not all of which are computer type.

The other 50 percent involve author, source, contract, etc. A proposed

action plan is being submitted for the addition of the shove changes to

the information retrieval system.

An SDI program based on the Medical Literature Analysis and

Retrieval System (MEDLARS) tapes is being considered. Profiles

would most likely be based on branches and laboratories rather than

individuals.
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A possibility being considered is that of obtaining bibliographic

data on EA reports at the time of publication by the Reports Publication

Section (Technical Releases Branch), for later use in the system. For

the past three years, abstracts have been issued for internal reports,

and the Technical Releases Bianch il publishing a notice of forthcoming

publications through an Advanced Abstracts Program. In addition, the

University of Pittsburgh has a contract to abstract items which did not

include abstracts when selected for inclusion in the retrieval program,

and to abstract many new EA reports. Form 1473's (Document Control

Data--R&D) are being prepared under this contract. In each of these

cases, there is a possible area for mechanization.

A refinement of the Information Retrieval Office's Technical Effort

Locator program might involve mechanization. Some systems work

toward a mechanized base has already been done by EA. In the earlier

program, 12 Chemical Corps Elements contributed data on their current

projects. These data were collected and added to punched cards to be

searched manually, since time was not available on the Univac computer

in use at EA at the time and the size of the sample did not necessitate

computer manipulation. The program was feasible and desirable on a

broad organizational basis, but its utility for EA's community alone was

questionable. Moreover, techniques to handle a free vocabulary were

not available. In such a future program, a disciplined vocabulary would
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be necessary. The DD Form 1498, Research and Technology Resume,

may well replace or update the EA Techinical Effort Locator Program.

Graphic arts material is being considered for eventual inclusion

in an overall retrieval system.
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III PROGRAM SYSTEM DATA

1. FILES

(1) Master File

This is an iverted file containing descriptor numbers, ac-

cession number, and links. Accession numbers are six digits

long, and links take the form of two-digit appendices to each ac-

cession number . Two hundred and fifty such items are blocked

into records. The Master File was created and is updated per-

iodically by JITCO. It is converted from IBM format to Honey-

well format by contract with NIH and AMS. At present there are

560, 000 items distributed on four reels of tape to speed searching.

For other purposes, this file is maintained on a single reel of tape.

(2) Library Number File

This file is a cross-reference file of accession numbers and

Library numbers for documents. Security classification is also

included but is unused at the present time. Each item is 80 char-

acters long or ten words, and five items are blocked in each

record.
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2. PROGRAMS

(1A) Card to Tape

Retrieval questions on cards are converted to tape on the

H-200 computer. Each question is numbered and is made up of

combinations of descriptor numbers and Boolean connectors.

(iB) Edit and Reformat

A unique item is created from each descriptor entered.

(2) Descriptor Sort

All descriptor numbers are sorted into numeric sequence

by the Honeywell 400.

(3) Screen

Descriptor numbers are compared to the Master File, and

a work tape is produced containing accession numbers of all pos-

sible document matches.

Two techniques are employed in this program tc reduce

execution time. The highest descriptor number in each of the

four tapes is recorded. Searching is discontinued on one tape

and is begun on the second when the occasion warrants, without
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reading through the entire file. In addition, with blocked records,

the last item of a block is checked against the search description

for range before searching each item in the block.

(4) Work Tape Sort

The work tape is sorted by search numbers to reconstruct

the original questions.

(5) Evaluate

The search statement is evaluated by evaluating the truth of

the individual terms that have been accepted by the Screen pro-

gram in the light of their Boolean relationships. The operators

"and" and "but not" and "or" may be used to link any number of

terms. At the present time no involved complex relationships

are possible, but the program is being modified to ,allow their use.

(6) Work Tape Sort

The selected entries are sorted into accession number

sequence.

(7) Select Library Number

Library numbers corresponding to accession numbers re-

trieved are selected from the Library Number file.
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(8) Sort

The selections are sorted into question number sequence.

(9) Edit and Print

Output selections are edited into final format and printed.
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IV. EQUIPMENT,. COSTS, AND EVALUATION

1. EQUIPMENT

The Government-owned Honeywell 200/400 system was transferred

from another Army agency to EA in July 1964. It is operated by the

Data Systems., Office and is used primarily for business-type problems

such as payroll, property management, and quality assurance. It is

run slightly over two shifts per day. The programs for the system are

written in COBOL language.

Software--H200

Easy coder assembler
card-tape, tape-card, and tape-print utility packages

Honeywell 400

8 tape units including 2 switchable to 200

Honeywell 200

card reader/punch
IBM magnetic tape Selectric writer (rented for $250

per month)
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2. COSTS AND TIME

Data Systems Division designed, programmed, and debugged the

original programs with the assistance of the Honeywell representative.

Total labor figures are not available. The effort took place over a

four-month period. The programs were modified slightly once and are

currently being modified again to gain speed and flexibility.

The Library staff averaged three to four days per month in work-

ing with contract and retrieval programs over a 33-month period. This

includes both the alternate project officer's time and that of che clerical

staff.

Two retrievals performed recently on the system, each involv-

ing 60 to 80 questions, ran for 9 and 11 hours. Modifications to the

system now being planned are expected to reduce run time by about

40 percent. However, only 15 percent of the total document collection

is presently in the file.

3. FACILITY'S EVALUATION OF SYSTEM

In addition, the Librarian, Lawrence S. Papier, has made sev-

eral studies on system evaluation, though these are not directly re-

lated to the system at EA. These studies have involved techniques

and criteria for evaluation (users, cost, and the like).
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FIGURE B-2
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The Edgewood Arsenal Technical Library uses a retrieval system
designed and developed for the Library by a contractor. The con-
tractor indexes and processes documents on punched cards, and
tapes generated on the Contractor's IBM 1401 are converted to
Honeywell 200i400 tapes for use on EA's Honeywell computer by
National Institutes of Health and Army Map Service. Search out-

puts enable the user to obtain desired items from the Library by

use of the pertinent call numbers. The addition of an alphabetic
printout capability of the existing system is now in the operational
testing stage. The hopes of the designers of the system to provide
half-day response to user questions have thus far been frustrated
by several factors, including the high cost of operating the system

and its low speed.
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